In 2012 TechnipFMC, Cervval and Bureau Veritas initiated a common development program to offer a new tool for the design of offshore structures interacting with ice combining a variety of models and approaches.
INTRODUCTION
Today, most of the current developments located in the Arctic area are fixed facilities, like Gravity Based Structures (GBS) or artificial islands. But, a significant part of nonexploited resources are located in deep-water areas only accessible by floating units.
To recover these resources, special attention must be paid to the design of such floating units as Floating Production Units (FPU) or Floating Production Storage and Offloading units (FPSO). The floating units able to operate in such conditions can be classified in two main families: units that remain in place or units that can be disconnected and towed away from the hostile zones. The second family can be a good compromise for waters subject to iceberg drifts as the disconnection is seldom required due to the ice management system selected. But it is clearly not an option for a drifting ice area where the loads and interaction with ice is more or less continuous during the winter season. In this case, the semi-submersible platform is an interesting concept since it has a smaller intersection with the water plane than shipshaped units.
Designing offshore structures for Arctic conditions creates a number of challenges related to complex phenomenon of ice failure and interaction with the said structures. The phenomenon of ice interaction with offshore structures of different shapes has been investigated by many scientists using analytical and empirical techniques [1] [2], and numerical methods [3] [4]. These methods are widely used for prediction of ice behavior and ice loads exerted on offshore structures operating in ice-infested waters. Nevertheless, the prediction of ice loads is still a challenge, as ice may fail in different modes or in a combination
